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This Quickstudy card is just that....a QUICK study! It gives the basics on anatomy, where muscles

are located and major anatomy location. It does not give descriptions, function, etc.It's a laminated

card (won't get ruined by water), however the writing is a bit small so that some may have problems

reading it. On the plus side, it's easy to slide into a book or such.This card is great to use AFTER a

study through a text book, then read the card before a test so that everything falls into place. Or else

for the medical field, when you get a "senior" moment, just refer to the card. There's a reason why

many physicians have those large posters of various anatomy on the walls of their office :-)

This is quite a bit smaller than than the other BarCharts I have purchased. It's about the size of a

large index card, does not have binder holes, opens like a book, and is laminated. It is very nice. I

do not have problems reading the text. A reading magnifier would help anyone who does.I am a

huge fan of the BarCharts and have many. This one is nicely laminated, fits well in a binder or just

by itself. They are great for a quick reference, supplementing your textbooks, or having in your

workplace for a quick look. I do realize that in a world of Google some might think these obsolete.

For me nothing can beat something tangible. I have not been disappointed with any of the



BarCharts that I have purchased.

I bought this thinking it would be helpful in my studies, it is so small you can not read the chart. If I

would I would ship it back, but probably cost more to ship back then it would cost! My mistake, I did

buy the Medical Terminology one and it will be a great reference, this is just not what I expected at

all.

I ordered this to help my daughter with her anatomy and physiology class at college. She loves it. It

has great information and helps her study for exams. I definitely encourage anyone that is taking

this coarse, or a similar one, to order this study aid. I purchased it with several other quickstudy

guides and have reviewed them together with this same review due to it applying to all of them. The

quickstudy guides are all great and are a must for busy college or high school students.

I bought this for my anatomy class and I have to say I am a bit disappointed with the quick study. It

is so small you can barley see the words on it. how can you study if you can not see it? I was

hopingthis would of been more helpful.

I ordered this for a quick study chart for Anatomy & Physiology class. Please take note of the

dimensions of this card, it's about the size of a postcard. You can see the amount of information on

this card from the pictures; it's very tiny so it requires a lot of eye strain (or a magnifying glass!) to

see the info on this card.

Very disappointed with this purchas!!! I felt it was presented in a deceptive manner re the size!!

They show the page upright it's not even a letter size folded halfway!!! the prints are so small even

with glasses I can barely make out the words, It does not have punched holes like the other study

guides I have purchased and there is no place to punch!I could have done this at Staples and

bigger!!!!

One customer says that this guide has six panels, it folds neatly and has 3 holes so you can put it in

your binder.Another one says it is 4 pages and no binder holesObviously not talking about the same

thing...What is the exact reference of the 6-panel 3-hole binder chart?Thanks
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